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Event Report

ICEF’S FIRST VIRTUAL EVENT:
AN OVERWHELMING SUCCESS

426

attendees

3,127
meetings

ICEF Virtual ANZA maintains a clear
focus on Australia and New Zealand as
study destinations. In 2020, this online
event welcomed 426 international
education industry professionals over
3 days, hosting a combined 3,127
meetings, and showing the tremendous
appetite and enthusiasm for continued
networking across the industry, even with
global travel restrictions. This was
reinforced by our record agency
attendance, where we welcomed more
agents, from more countries, than ever
before to an ANZA event.

92%

satisfied/
highly satisfied

As ICEF’s first ever virtual event, Virtual
ANZA 2020 marked a significant change
from previous in-person networking
conferences, and the shift to an all-virtual
format brought about several positive
developments, allowing agents from
around the world to join who may not
otherwise have been able to attend an
event in person. Despite being unable to
travel, event participants unanimously
considered ICEF Virtual ANZA to have
been a valuable experience, with 92% of
attendees satisfied or highly satisfied by
their experience, and 91% indicating they
met their primary objective of attending.
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EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
2020 saw 91 representatives from 82
education institutions from across
Australia and New Zealand join us online.
Of these institutions, 6% were first-timers
to an ANZA event, and 14% were new to
ICEF. In common with other ICEF Events,
ICEF ANZA welcomed a high proportion of
senior decision makers from education
institutions, with nearly 55% in senior
management roles.

We secured attendance from a broad
range of educators, with strong
representation from universities and
vocational training providers (40% of
educators attending), and secondary and
high schools (46% of educators
attending).
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I had 55 agent meetings in 3 days, met great people, got updated market feedback and
listened to challenges from different continents. Thank you very much for this opportunity
for us to connect with the world virtually. A new meaning of world without borders!



Annie Goh, International Manager
Lincoln University, New Zealand
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STUDENT RECRUITMENT AGENTS
We welcomed 268 representatives from
242 carefully selected, ICEF-screened
agencies this year, marking a 63%
increase in student recruitment agents
over attendance in 2019, and indicating a
continued and strong interest by agents to
maintain contact with their Australian and
New Zealand education partners at this
time.

Agents from 63 countries in total
attended, giving truly global student
recruitment representation, with the top
five countries being: Colombia, Brazil,
Vietnam, India and Pakistan.
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As with all ICEF Events, everything was perfectly organised to the last detail and the
live chat support was great. We had many meetings with exciting potential. We are looking
forward to the next ICEF Event.



Alfredo Fonseca Pauly, Managing Partner
Intercultura, Costa Rica
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SERVICE PROVIDERS
We were also happy to have 55
representatives from service providers
and other organisations join us for ICEF
Virtual ANZA in 2020. Of these, 10% were
completely new to ICEF.



Congratulations to the ICEF team on
a brilliant event. We successfully
completed 32 agent meetings over 3
days. The communication,
organisation, and technology were
all perfect!



Katie Hanna
NSW Treasury, Australia

SEMINAR PROGRAMME & NETWORKING LOUNGES
ICEF Virtual ANZA innovated on all other
virtual agent networking events across the
international education industry by
delivering an integrated seminar
programme of 28 sessions with speakers
from government departments and key
associations, providing information and
discussion on education market trends in
Australia and New Zealand. With 8
exclusive live seminars to choose from,
over 98% of our attendees were able to
participate in at least one, with 86% of
delegates happy, or very happy, with their
experience.
As a further example of industry
leadership, ICEF introduced virtual
networking lounges to allow event

attendees to meet in an informal setting
and preserve the chance encounters so
enjoyed at our in-person events. Although
this was a new experience for many, over
71% of event attendees dropped into one
of our networking lounges, with 78% rating
it as a valuable experience.
Alongside strong, high quality, and diverse
attendance, as well as outstanding
delegate feedback, the success of ICEF
Virtual ANZA’s integrated seminar
programme and networking lounges
firmly established this event as the largest
and most important virtual agent
networking event ever held in the world
to date.

ICEF VIRTUAL ANZA 2021:
10th - 12th Aug 2021
For more information and to book your place, please visit
icef.com/events/icef-virtual-anza-2021
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